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Fear, loathing
and rationality
Your head may know you are not in
danger but try telling your gut.

RiskThe ScienceAnd
PoliticsOf Fear
By Dan Gardner
Virgin Books, 368pp, 549.90
Reviewed by Claire ScoUe

TIIE terrorist attacks of September
11, 2q)1, recalibrated our world.
Almct 30fi) people lost their lir;es.
Hundreds of thousands more lct
friends and family "lrlever in the
history of the species had there
been such a communal experience,"
writes Dan Gardner in his expo-
sition of how humans respond to
risk The post-September 11 shud-
ders that rippled through American
society would hrve one unforesee-
able impact a year-long arcrsion to
domestic flying. As a result of
switching from planes to cars,
America's death toll on roads soared
by more than 1500. Those liveq
Gardner sE/rs, were stolen by fear.

To argue his case, Gardner uses
the work of Paul Slovic, a
prychology professor at the Univer-
sity of Oregon and one of the
pioneers of  r isk-percept ion
research. Simply put, we harrc mro

systems of thought: feeling v
reason or gut v head. Gut reacts
and fears; head calculates and
considers. Through numerous
experiments, psychologists have
shown that gut is predisposed to
innumerable biases. So wtrile we
think we're responding rationally
to a problem, often we're not.

By unpacking the "war on terror"
myth and crunching the statistics,
Gardner reveals that the risk of
dying from international terrorism
for any American or any other resi-
dent of a Western country is
"infinitesimaP. Betlveen 1968 and
2(X)Z there urerc 1Q119 terrorist
incidents woddwftlg leading to an
average annual death toll of 379.
"September 11 was out of line with
everything before or since."

For gut, howerre4 those horrific
images of the twin towers collaps-
ing in  f lames "remain as a
permanent  reference",  wr i tes
Gardner,  a journal is t  for  the
Ottawa Citizen. "Simply mention
the word terrorism and they roar
back" It doesn t matter that the
actual chance of dying in the
attacks was 0.0OLO6 per cent or
I in 93,00O. "Americans are still
more worried about being killed
by terrorism than they were just
after 9/!l!'

Gardner puts this down to two
factors: humans are still governed

by the Stone Age instinctJed brain
and a 'mammoth feedback loop"
perpetuated by the media, self-
serving politicians, opportunistic
business, Holfwood and a "popular
perception" of terrorism's "grave
and growing menace". Of course
this narrative, which thrives on
irrational dread and paranoi4 fuels
a lucratirrc security industry filling
the coffers of lotrbyists, advertisers
and anti-terrorism experts.

Some sociologists trace the begin-
ning of the WesCs obsession with
risk and safety to the 1970s - wtren
the media mushroomed and the
"information flood waters started to
rise". Take the pharmaceutical
industry which pathologises normal
biological and social variations -

conditions such as hair loss and
slryness - so people buy dubious
producs from drug companies.

Or the media, which thrives on
stoking gut's fears with graphic
images and dramatic stories. Quot-
ing research on BBC news
programs that "measured the
number of people who have to die
from a given condition to merit a
story'', Gardner shows that 8571
people died from smoking for each
story about smoking studied. "By
contrast it took only 0.33 deaths
from mad cow disease to merit a
story on BBC news."

At timeq this makes for grim
readurg and Gardner does bang on
a bit. Where one example or
psychological experiment would
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suffice, he gives three. His absolutes
- 'At home, children are forbidden
from playing alone outdoorg as all
generations did before" - can make
1ou distrust some of ttre good snrff.
But his research and engaging style,
underpinned by a rary timely mess-
age, are ultimately compelling.

And there's the irony of it Today
we in the West face far fewer risla
than at any time in history "We are
the healthiest, wealthiest [and]
longest-lived people," Gardner
writes. Yet "we are increasingly
afraid". His answer is not to dismiss
the threat from terrorism. Rathe4
to learn wE6 to fight back against

the terror and thce wtro
promote it for tlrcir own
ends - not just terrorists
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